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Abstraet--Logiform is a programming system that exploits the spreadsheet, relational data base, and logic 
programming paradigms. Spreadsheets are used to provide vie~s of data base relations, and spreadsheet 
cells are annotated by constraints expressed in logic programming. The system cooperates with the user to 
find correct values for the cells; its principal characteristic is its ability to search for solutions incrementally, 
that is, by providing, at each computation step. new cell values and a refined set of constraints. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The field of decision support systems demands more and more sophisticated programming 
environments, and the exploitation of artificial intelligence programming paradigms eems to be 
the most promising answer. 
The Logiform project falls in this line by proposing an environment oriented to applications in 
the field of resource allocation that builds on three technologies: relational data bases, spreadsheet 
systems and logic programming. 
Logiform applications interact with the user via a spreadsheet interface, maintain internal data 
in relational form and perform integrity checks and inference of new values according to the logic 
programming paradigm. 
In our opinion, the integration of the three technologies has advantages over each of them 
separately and provides a novel problem-solving paradigm. Indeed, Logiform is better than an 
ordinary spreadsheet system becauseof its deductivity, inherited from logic programming, and its 
view management system, inherited from Relational Data Base technology. It makes relational data 
base technology more usable in the framework of decision support systems by providing it with 
a suitable interface and deductivity features. Finally, Logiform extends a logic programming 
environment by providing both a friendly interface and a more problem-oriented programming 
paradigm, favoring its use as a tool for building specialized expert systems [I-4]. 
More precisely, spreadsheets are defined as view on relations, and a set of logic programming 
goals is associated with the cells of the spreadsheets. The goals (henceforth termed annotations) 
and the logic programs, which define the predicates occurring in them. can be thought of as an 
extension of the expressions (or formulas) used in ordinary spreadsheet systems. 
Given a Logiform application, the computation consists of searching for a model, i.e. a set of 
values for the cells, which satisfies the annotations. Since the annotations are generally nondeter- 
ministic there may be many models that provide a solution. Furthermore, the system is conceived 
in such a way that the solution is searched for incrementally and with the collaboration of the user, 
In other words, the computation proceeds by successive approximations. An approximation 
consists of an extensional part, i.e. the values of the cells, and an intensional part, i.e. the 
annotations. The computation attempts to converge by increasing the extensional part and reducing 
the intensional one by simplifying the corresponding annotations. Such a process is made 
parametric with respect to control heuristics, able both to choose the approximation and to 
establish when the computation can be halted. 
This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of the system. The following 
three sections provide details of the three main components of Logiform: Section 3 deals with the 
spreadsheet handling mechanism, while Section 4 deals with the mapping between spreadsheets and 
relations, and Section 5 discusses the deduction mechanism, Section 6 provides an example with 
commentary, Section 7 refers to related work and the conclusions ection is devoted to the status 
of the project and its planned developments. 
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The technical details are concentrated in Sections 3-5. The reader is assumed to have some basic 
knowledge of logic programming and relational data base technology. 
2. OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM 
Logiform is a programming system equipped with a built-in spreadsheet interface and aimed to 
applications in the field of planning and resource allocation. 
The applications built in Logiform are characterized by high interactivity and the ability to 
exhibit expert behavior. The final solution to a real problem is obtained in three steps: 
• First, the domain knowledge is pictured by defining a conceptual schema for the 
internal data base, a set of rules which embodies the problem-solving expertise and 
a mapping of the data into suitable spreadsheets. 
• Second, the spreadsheets are actually programmed, that is, spreadsheet cells are 
annotated using primitive functions of the system and logic predicates defined by 
the rules given in the previous tep. 
• Finally, the actual problem-solving phase takes place. The user moves around the 
spreadsheets, fills in and retracts values; the system reacts by computing other 
values, checking constraints and providing suggestions, i.e. by telling the user 
which conditions characterize the potential values for a given cell. 
The three steps are not necessarily carried out by the same person. Actually, it is expected that 
the first step, the definition of the domain knowledge, iscarried out by a knowledge ngineer skilled 
in representing the basic knowledge of a specific domain, via rules and relations, whereas the second 
and third steps can be carried out by the final user. 
Let us see now in greater detail the pieces of knowledge of the domain, i.e. the programming 
which is usually performed by the knowledge ngineer: 
• The definition of the conceptual schema of a relational data base. It consists of 
both the relational schema nd the functional dependencies among the attributes 
in the relations at hand. Each functional dependency establishes a t, iew on the 
relation that can be easily visualized as a spreadsheet: the domain of the functional 
dependency an be used as indexes of the spreadsheet, that the co-domain of the 
functional dependency establishes the contents of the cells. Of course, functional 
dependencies are only an internal formalism, and they are implicitly established by 
the definition of spreadsheets performed in an interactive, graphical way. 
• A collection of Prolog rules that implements he typical heuristics necessary for 
reasoning in the application domain at hand (domain-heuristics). According to the 
logic programming paradigm, the execution of the rules can either infer new values 
or check the validity of an assertion on given values. The domain-heuristic plus 
some predefined operators are the primitives of the spreadsheet programming 
language. The predicate rightskill(Task,Employee) is an example of a domain- 
heuristics which determines whether an employee has the right skill for a certain 
task in the domain of task allocation. An example of a predefined function is 
at,erage, which computes the average value of a set of cells containing numerical 
values. 
• A collection of control-heuristics, which will drive the overall behavior of the 
system. 
Given these basic pieces of knowledge, it is now possible to program the spreadsheets, i.e. to 
sa~¢ what values can fill the cells, and consequently, to constrain the relations in the internal data 
base, by exploiting the knowledge provided by the domain-heuristics. Such programming can be 
performed either by the knowledge ngineer or by the final user, depending upon the specific 
application, and it can be continued uring the final problem solving phase. From this viewpoint, 
Logiform is no different from any standard spreadsheet system, where the phase of filling in the 
cells with values and the phase of associating expressions to cells can be freely intermixed. 
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Programming the spreadsheets consists of writing annotations. Each annotation is a goal 
(a conjunction of Prolog literais) involving spreadsheet cells, primitive predicates, and domain- 
heuristic predicates. Some of the variables in the annotations denote cell values while the same cell 
can be involved in many annotations. 
We can now discuss the general architecture of the system, pointing out how the various 
components exploit he different pieces of knowledge discussed above and how they interact among 
themselves and with the user. The system consists of three main modules: the spreadsheet manager, 
the inference ngine, and the view manager (Fig. 1). 
The functionalities of the modules are the following: 
• The Spreadsheet Manager asks the View Manager for data from the data base 
according to a view definition, and displays them in tabular form. The use of 
symbolic indexes (the domain of a functional dependency) allows more sophisti- 
cated functionalities than those provided by ordinary spreadsheet systems; these 
will be discussed in detail in the next section. Besides the above main task, the 
Spreadsheet Manager handles all the other graphic feature of the system, such as 
command menus, multiple windows, etc. 
• The Inference Engine computes annotations by exploiting the rules in the rule 
base, i.e. domain-heuristics and primitive predicate definitions. The computation 
has two effects: constraint checks and computation of new values and new 
annotations. The computation of annotions must be incremental in order to fill 
the spreadsheets synergically with the user. The incrementality is obtained 
by controlling the SLD-refutation via the control-heuristics. Furthermore, the 
Inference Engine embeds the mechanisms for handling the retraction of 
values. 
• The View Manager maintains consistency among the various spreadsheets a
well as the mapping among the values asserted on the spreadsheets and the 
values asserted in the data base, according to the functional dependencies. One 
of the consequences of maintaining consistency among spreadsheets i  the 
diffusion of values among them. An important feature offered by the View 
Manager is the possibility of defining new views. Not all views have the same 
role; some can be used in a read-only manner. The knowledge ngineer sets update 
rights for the user views at the beginning, when he defines the functional 
dependencies, 
I Spreadsheet 1 Manager 
/ 
\ / 
@ 
Fig. I. The Logiform architecture. 
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The execution cycle of the system is the following: 
(a) A value is asserted on one of the spreadsheets, and the view manager is activated 
to check the involved functional dependencies. 
(b) The Inference Engine is activated to compute the annotations associated with 
that spreadsheet. The result is either a rejection of the value because it violates 
an integrity constraints, or the generation of new values for other cells together 
with a transformed set of annotations. 
(c) The new values, both those inserted and those generated, are merged by the View 
Manager into the internal relational data base, and the newly inserted tuples are 
mapped back onto the other spreadsheets. 
Notice a new ~,alue can be inserted either by the user, or by the Inference Engine, or by the View 
Manager. 
3. SPREADSHEET MANAGER 
One of the distinctive features of Logiform is that it allows the visualization of any relation in 
the internal data base in a spreadsheet-like fashion. The relation to be shown is selected from the 
relational schema, where each relation is described by its identifier R and the list of attributes 
A = . . . . . .  }. 
We rely the idea of spreadsheet on the well known concept of graduated Cartesian plane. 
Defining a spreadsheet consists of choosing which attributes play the role of axes and which 
attributes play the role of contents of the cells and possibly to set restrictions on the domains of 
such attributes. We consider at most three axes: the horizontal and vertical ones for the sheet on 
the plan, and a third axis for the depth dimension, which allows the user to browse through the 
sheets. 
For either axes or content of cell, Type denotes the chosen set of attributes, Restrict is a predicate 
that restricts the set of values of Type, and Manipulate is a predicate that allows different 
visualizations of the values. 
The first step is to build the axes of the spreadsheet. The Type of an axis is correct only if there 
exists a function able to extract an ordered and finite set of values from the domains of the 
attributes in Tye. This function is called the a-generator and allows to generate the graduated scale 
of the axis. If the domain of the attributes in Type are finite, the default a-generator is the Cartesian 
product of such domains. Otherwise the a-generator can be defined in a more sophisticated wal)., 
for instance the salary can be mapped on a finite domain by grouping its values in several 
categories. 
An incremental way to modify' the results of the a-generator is to use the Restrict predicate. The 
capability for restriction is ver]) useful when many values can be generated by the a-generator and 
it is more significant o work with a particular subset of them. 
In order to gixe substance to the cells of a spreadsheet, i  is necessary to extract he values from 
the tuples of the relation. Let R be the relation to be visualized, X, Y, Z the subset of attributes 
mapped onto the three axes, and T the subset of attributes to be used as contents of the cells, let  
x,  y,. _-, be the coordinates of a generic cell whose contents will be determined by: 
project(select all tuples of R with X = x,, Y = y,, Z = z,) on T. 
If no tuples of R have yet been defined (this is usually the initial case), an empty grid will be 
displayed. 
For example, let us consider the relation lesson with the attributes ftDay, Hour, Class, Room, 
Teach ~, and suppose that the following tuples have been already generated: 
lesson(monda.v,9,c I,library, steelman), 
lesson(monda.~., I 0,c I ,library, steelman), 
lesson(tuesday,10,c I,auditorium, ironman). 
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A weekly sheet can be obtained by choosing the predicates day(X) hour(X) and class(X) as 
generators for a three-dimensional spreadsheet, where couples (Room,Teach) fill the contents of 
the cells (see Fig. 2). 
More sophisticated visualization strategies are provided by the use of the Manipulate predicate. 
It allows the user to aggregate and/or hide values on the axes, and even to filter the values to be 
displayed in the cells according to a filtering function. The Manipulate predicate is defined as 
follows: 
Manipulate ::= aggr( V. . . . . .  V, )lhide( V,)lfunction. 
The Manipulate predicate does not change the set of values, but only the way in which the values 
are visualized at the moment. The function can be defined only for the contents of the cells. It allows 
the user to use operations like average, rain, max, and so on. The aggregation and hiding primitives 
can be used only for the independent axes. The aggr(vj . . . . .  v,) displays the v. . . . . .  v,, values in 
one cell of the axis; the hide(v,) causes the v, value not be displayed on the axis. Notice that the 
Manipulate predicate can be interactively defined. 
Other primitives which affect the visualization are: Rotation, which allows the interchange of the 
axes, and Leaf~Browse which allows movement on the Z-axis, i.e. movement along the stack of 
sheets. 
All of the abo~e operations are performed graphically, e.g. by moving icons around and choosing 
from pull-down menus. 
4. THE VIEW MANAGER 
In Logiform, the spreadsheet is the front end of a relational world; i.e. the values that are 
visualized and manipulated correspond to tuples of a relation in the data base. One of the key 
problems is how to translate the updates performed on the spreadsheet into updates on the 
relational data base. The closest concept of the relational theory to the notion of spreadsheet is 
the view. Hence the problem becomes an instance of the general problem of mapping the updatings 
performed in a view into the internal data base [5]. On the other hand, the concepts of axes and 
cell contents fit naturally well with functional dependencies among the attributes of the relation. 
Limiting the updating rights only to those views which correspond to functional dependencies allow 
to reduce the complexity of the view updating problem. 
The first function of the view manager is to allow the definition of views and the correct setting 
of the update rights, while the second function is to update the internal relations, starting by 
updating the view. 
4. I. Defining eiews 
For each relational view, we can find two sets of relational attributes uch that the view can be 
interpreted as a correspondence from the first set to the second. Only if the correspondence is a 
• , ,~ , ;~, ,~;  ."::: : ::: I . i :~ ,~~;~, i ; " : ; .  ". i i } : . i i , |  ::~-,,,;~,~,-;~ .; . .. ~-  
o, ... "k%. : ! : . '  ... • I 
i i .  i i i .  
I -q. ;.. l ibrary, 
H" i "  '" " l ibrary, auditorium, 
. : .1 -  I,m~l.:. 10  
:i!.: i: steelman ironman 
C~ 11 
Ftg 2. A spreadsheet. 
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functional dependency of the relation the view will have update rights. Otherwise, the view can be 
used only to visualize data (read-only view). 
Definition (updatable view) 
Let F + be the transitive closure of the functional dependencies F on the relation R with attributes 
A = {At . . . . .  A,,}. Let / :  X---, Y be the correspondence established by the view V: i f feF*, then V 
has update rights. 
The user can define a new view by creating a spreadsheet, where the attributes on the axes are 
interpreted as the domain of a correspondence and those in the cells are interpreted as co-domain 
of said correspondence. Then the system checks if the correspondence is a functional dependency 
according to the set of functional dependencies defined by the Knowledge Engineer in the 
conceptual schema. If such a correspondence is not a functional dependency, then the view is 
considered read-only. 
4.2. The Merging process 
The second function of the View Manager is to merge values coming from the spreadsheets into 
the internal data base and, possibly, to propagate them to the other spreadsheets. The merging is 
essentially based on unification of tuples under the control of functional dependencies. This process 
can merge tuples coming from different views and, consequently, can automatically diffuse values 
from a view to another one, that is, on the corresponding spreadsheets. 
The following are notational conventions used in the description of the Merging process. Let 
v be a view associated with functional dependency f:  X--* Y of a relation R; let tl.~] denote the 
projection of a tuple t on the attributes in X, and let X ÷ be the transitive closure of X with respect 
to the functional dependencies on R. It is worth noting that X* is the biggest set of attributes 
functionally determined by X. 
Definition (Merging process) 
I. When an insertion on v takes place, a tuple ~ of R is created, extending the view 
update with logical variables for the missing attributes. 
2. Let I = {tit is a tuple in the data base and ttx 1 = rt~ }. 
Now consider the projection of I over X ~, say ! ÷, i.e. i* = {tl~.÷jit~! }. 
According to the definition of X*, for each attribute in X ~ all the tuples in I + 
must assume the same value. That means there is a representative tuple such that 
it is the most specialized one (it contains more ground attributes than any other). 
This concept corresponds to the most general unifier in the logic programming 
paradigm. Hence, the construction of this representative tuple can be simply 
performed by the computation of the most general unifier among the terms 
corresonding to the tuples in I ÷, say 0. If 0 does exist, i .e . f is  not violated, then 
I is replaced in the data base by I "e" = {tOIt~l }where the tuples in I are updated 
according to 0. 
3. For each tuple in I "~, which verifies another functional dependency, i.e. it verifies 
that all the attributes of the domain of a functional dependency are ground, the 
merging process is re-applied from step I. 
Step 2 is the real Merger function, The consistency of the functional dependencies is the same 
as the consistency of the views. By this Merging process the View Manager diffuses values among 
~iews. In fact if some other functional dependencies in I "e" have both the domain and the 
co-domain instanced, the associated view will be updated. It is also important o note that if X 
is a key (i.e. X + is the whole set of attributes of the relation), I "¢~ is composed of only one tuple: 
a fusion of tuples has occurred. 
A simple example may clarify the Merging process. Consider the following schema: 
R<',X, Y.Z, K',, {{X}--.{Z}, {r}-.{X, r',}>. 
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Suppose t~ = (x~, 3,~, Z, k~ ) where, as usual in Prolog, lowercase identifiers denote constants and 
uppercase identifiers denote variables, is inserted in the data base. Suppose t~ comes from the view 
defined by the functional dependency /t Y~X)  t , K}, according to step 1 of the algorithm. Since 
there is no other tuple in the data base, step 1 and step 2 of the Merging process have no effect. 
Suppose now that tuple t., = (x~, Y, z), K)  comes from the view defined by {X}~{Z}. Now, the 
transitive closure of IX} is {X. Y,Z,K},  i.e. X is a key for the relation. Furthermore, 
I = I  + =.It,,t_,} and the most general unifier is 0 = {Y/),~,Z/z,,K/kl}. Hence, 
I "~ = { < xj, )'~, =~, kj )}, which is, at last the new data base. Notice that, because the instantiation 
of values in the tuple of the data base, a new value is asserted in the view defined by {Z}--{K, Y}. 
The Merging process described so far works correctly only with respect o insert operations, i.e. 
the operations of update empty components of existing tuples. The problem of handling the 
replacement of the value of an attribute by a new one is more complicated. Indeed it is not possible 
anymore to find an m.g.u, in step 2. The currently implemented algorithm assumes that the user 
updates are always correct (the user knows what he is doing) and everything else has to be changed 
to make the tuples consistent again with all functional dependencies. 
On update the following process takes place. Old tuples can be modified in two different ways 
according to the role of the FDs of the attribute at hand. More precisely, if this attribute occurs 
only in the co-domain of some FDs, then the new attribute value simply replaces the old one. On 
the other hand, the attribute can occur in the domain of some FDs. For each of them, say X--. Y, 
the system selects the tuples with the same domain of the updated one and assigns the values of 
the X ÷ attributes of the modified tuple to the corresponding attributes in the old tuples. These 
assignments can cause further updates (the spreadsheets will be changed accordingly) and the 
process will be iterated until no tuple is modified. 
The previous example, with a new updatable view {X}---{ Y, Z}, can be used to sketch the update 
process. Suppose that the tuple t3=(x,_,ys,z4, K)  comes from the new view and the tuple 
14 = (X2 ,  | '  3. Z, ks) comes from ~ Y}--,{X, K}. The application of the Merging process transform 
the data base into {(x),.vK. =, ). (x.,,.vs, :4, ks)}. Suppose that an update on the third view changes 
the Y attribute from .v> to y,. The second tuple of the data base is modified and it becomes 
(x,_..v,. -~, k~ ) making the data base inconsistent because of the violation of the FD { Y} ~ { X, K}. 
Since Y+ = IX, Y, Z, K} i.e. Y is a key), the first tuple of the data base is made equal to the new 
tuple and the final data base is {(x_,,y~,-4,ks)}. 
5. INFERENCE ENGINE 
The aim of the Inference Engine is to explore the logical consequences of the user inputs and 
to choose those that satisfy the set of constraints described by the annotations. Logiform 
annotations are formulas that predicate over the spreadsheet cells, i.e. they are constructed with 
literals containing cell identifiers. What characterizes Logiform reasoning is its ability to manipulate 
both intensional and extensional knowledge. By intensional knowledge we mean the set of 
annotations currently associated with a spreadsheet, whereas by extensional knowledge we mean 
the ground values currently contained in the cells. Actually, annotations can be understood as 
intentionally (i.e. implicitly) defining the values which may fill the cells. When necessary, the 
inference ngine rewrites annotations in such a way that the constraints on the potential values 
become stricter and it is an intermediate step towards the final, fully extensional solution. 
Both these pieces of knowledge can be modified, by the user and/or by the system, in 
either monotonic or nonmonotonic fashion. Thus, we need a computational framework for 
accommodating both the deduction of new consistent knowledge and the ability to restore a 
consistent situation. 
An extension of SLD-resolution is the basic mechanism supporting the monotonic reasoning [6]. 
The standard execution strategy of logic programming is not adequate for this purpose, both 
because the computation must be partial and because it must provide both the extensional nd the 
intensional component. The idea is to make the standard SLD resolution parametric to a sort of 
control, able both to direct the search and establish when the computation can be halted. It is then 
easy to extract from the standard SLD-resolution tree (the search space of logic programming) the 
cell values and the new set of constraints. 
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The above mechanism is embodied in a truth-maintenance framework which supports 
the nonmonotonic update of the knowledge [7]. Upon user updates or deletions, a correct 
truth-maintenance process hould be able to withdraw all and only the consequences which are no 
longer valid, kogiform exploits a solution which is between the approach of starting from the initial 
set of annotations (thus recomputing everything) and the approach of maintaining a complete story 
of the overall deduction. 
The following section outline the annotation language, state the formal definition of the basic 
deduction mechanism, and sketch the overall behavior of the inference ngine in a transition system 
style. 
5. I. Annotation language 
The programming activity on the spreadsheet consists in the definition of annotations. Each 
annotation is a goal involving spreadsheet cells and predicates defined either in the rule base 
or in the library of Logiform e.g. + ,%, append and so on). The annotation language is a set 
oriented language that mixes graphic and logic statements. Its basic ideas were presented in 
Ref. [8]. Informally, the annotations can be read: "'on these cells P has to be true", or "'on the 
cells satisfying Q, P has to be true", or "for each group of cells satisfying Q, P has to be true" and 
so on. 
The simplest form of annotations are the defined annotations which involve specific ceils, i.e. 
the literals contain cell identifiers. Structured annotations allow the user to define a set of 
defined annotations pecifying, by means of a condition, the involved set of cells. When this 
condition is on cell indexes, i.e. the condition involves spatial characteristics, the annotation is 
called generic. Otherwise, when the condition is on cell contents, the annotation is referred to as 
unieersal. 
The inference ngine handles directly only defined annotations and, both generic and universal 
annotations are compiled into set of defined annotations. A generic annotation can be translated 
as soon as it is entered, because the involved cells (or group of ceUs) are statically determined, while 
the compilation of a universal annotation has to be delayed because the involved cells are not 
known until they are filled. 
Details on the annotation language and its compilation are omitted and in the sequel defined 
annotations are directly referred to as annotations. 
5.2. Log!lbrm resolution 
In order to exploit Logiform resolution on (defined) annotations, a mechanism for mapping cell 
identifiers to logical variables and vice versa is necessary. The annotations must be interpreted as 
ordinary logic goals, and the answers of Logiform resolution must be mapped back onto the cell 
identifiers. In this way, the new extensional representation will be formed by the ground values 
extracted from the answers, while the new intensional representation will be formed by the new 
set of annotations obtained as answers, suitably reinterpreted on the cell identifiers. The details of 
this mechanism are omitted for the sake of simplicity, and they can be found in Ref. [6]. 
Logiform resolution is parameterized with respect o two kinds of mechanism which allow to 
control the deduction process. The mechanisms are realized by control functions. The first class of 
control functions: 
Terminality = Literal--* Bool, 
establishes when a literal (a single subgoal) can be considered as a reasonable partial solution, 
i.e. it can be seen as terminal problem instead to be investigated furthermore. Let fbe  a function 
in the Terminality class, a literal A is said to terminal i f f f (A) = true. Indeed, the solution of a 
problem, i.e. the complete filling-out of one or more spreadsheets, i  obtained through cooperation 
between the user and the Inference Engine. This means that, in most of the cases, the Inference 
Engine is not expected to carry out the computation up to the point that it would be carried out 
b} the standard Prolog resolution. Rather the Inference Engine is expected to carry out some 
computation in order to get closer to the solution of the problem, and then to return control to 
the user. 
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The second class of control functions: 
Satisfiability = Literal*---, Bool. 
establishes whether the current goal, i.e. a conjunction of literals, is a satisfactory partial solution. 
Let g e Satisfiability, a goal G = A t . . . . .  A, is said to be satisfactory iff g(G)= true. 
Both kinds of control functions can be directly written in Prolog, exploiting its metaprogram- 
ruing features and. in particular, the possibility of handling programs as data. 
The Logiform resolution takes as input a goal of the kind,--Al~ . . . . .  AI,, where AI~ . . . . .  Al, is 
a subset of the annotations, and where cell identifiers are substituted with logical variables. The 
following is the definition of a step of Logiform resolution. 
Definition (Logiform resohaion step) 
Let G, = ~ All . . . . .  AI,. 
Let A ,---B~ . . . . .  B~ be a clause in the rule base, R a computation ru le . fa  termination function, 
and AI,, the literal selected by R. 
(a) If AIM is terminal according to f. then G,+ ~ = G,. 
(b) If AI,, is not terminal according to/~ and 0,÷ t is the m.g.u, between AI,, and A, 
then G,+, =(AI~ . . . . .  AI,,_~.B~ . . . . .  B~.AI,,.~ . . . . .  AI,)O,+~. G,+~ is called a 
Logi[brm resoh'ent of G, according to [~ 
Definition (deriration ) 
A derh'ation is either a finite or infinite sequence of Logiforms resolvents. 
Notice that either a finite derivation fails or its last resoivent is a conjunction of terminal iiterals. 
Definition (refutation) 
Let g~Sat. A refutation is finite derivation (G, . . . . .  G, )  such that G, is satisfacto O' according 
to g. 
The last resolvent G,, of a refutation provides the new set of annotations, provided that the logical 
variables in the literals are mapped back into cell identifiers. On the other hand, ground values 
for cells are extracted from the answer substitution associated with the refutation. Obviously, 
Logiform resolution behaves like SLD-resolution on backtracking and failure. 
The control function mechanism allows the behavior of the inference engine is to be pro- 
grammed. It is a very powerful mechanism, but it is also harmful. Indeed. the soundness and 
completeness of Logiform resolution depends on the goal control function. If such a control 
function stops the computation on a success path of an ordinary SLD refutation, then no 
inconsistency is introduced is introduced; but, if this is not the case, the overall behaviour is not 
easy to predict. 
The following are some examples of useful control functions that will be used in the example 
of the next section. 
A -la Prolog. The control functions corresponding tothe standards SLD resolution 
of Prolog are: 
terminal(true). 
terminal(Literal),-- fail, 
satisfactory (true). 
Where every literal must be written until the empty clause (corresponding to the 
atom true in the Prolog programming language) is reached and only the empty clause 
is a satisfactory solution. 
Deterministic propagation. Deterministic behavior means that the system prefers 
to maintain the intensional representation avoiding the choice of one particular 
value, when there is more than one possible answer. Ground values are computed 
only when a unique solution is available. 
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The terminality control function is such that the rewriting of a literal is halted as 
soon as it is discovered that the literal unifies with a fact in a single step, unless the 
fact is unique: 
terminal (Literal) ,- findall(Body,clause (Literal, Body),Bodies), 
card(Bodies, N),N > 1, 
all_facts(Bodies). 
all_facts([]). 
all_facts( [truelRest] ) ,--all_facts(Rest). 
The satisfiability control function is in this case very simple. Indeed, we accept any 
set of annotations, provided that it has at least one solution: 
satisfactory(G),-- G. 
It is possible, however, to construct more sophisticated control functions which, embodying more 
domain knowledge, decide the terminality of a literal on the basis of complex measurements such 
as: 
terminal(Literal),- heuristic(Literal,Value), 
more_than_enough (Value). 
5.3. General behavior of the &ference engine 
Both intensional and extensional knowledge must be take into account in maintaining 
consistency. Hence, both the updates on the intensional representation a d the updates on the 
extensional representation have to be recorded. 
The idea is to recompute only the intensional component actually involved in the update by 
selecting only a subset of the initial set of annotations and maintaining the current extensional 
components (apart from the updated values) unmodified. If the update does not succeed, the 
process is interleaved with attempts to reduce the current extensional component. 
The following is an outline of the Logiform behavior, pointing out how it records its history 
and how it modifies its knowledge. The description is based on the notion of state transition. 
Definition (LogiJbrm state) 
A Logiform state S is a triple (G, C, E )  where: 
G = Initial intensional representation, that is, the initial set of annotations. 
C = Current intensional representation, i.e. the current set of annotations trans- 
formed by multiple Logiform resolution applications. Each annotation in C is 
bound to the set of its ancestors, i.e. the set of initial annotations from which 
it has been derived according to the Logiform resolution. 
E = Current extensional representation, that is, the composition of all answer 
substitutions. 
By (A,, E I) = LR(A~, Et) we denote a new set, At, of annotations and a new set of ground values 
E,, obtained by applying the Logiform resolution LR to an initial pair, (A t, Et), of annotations 
and ground values. 
The general behavior of the system is modeled by a function T: Com × State---,[State x Bool] 
which, given a command and a state, yields a new state and a boolean value indicating the success 
or the failure of the command. Below, T is defined for the following cases: insertion of new real 
values, update of real values and insertion of new annotations. The retraction of real values is 
considered as a particular case of update with the special value "'empty" and the retraction of 
annotations i not currently supported. 
For each annotation in the current state. Logiform keeps track of the original annotations from 
which the current one has been derived. No intermediate annotations are kept and the set of 
original annotations from which one of the current annotations has been derived is named its 
,4ncestor Set. 
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Acting on the extensional component 
T( inser t  ({v~ ,c~ ) . . . . .  (v.. c.)}),<G. C, E>) = (<G. C,. E,>. true) 
if (AT. E,) = LR(As. E[v1/ct ) . . . . .  V./Cn]) 
where 
A s is the set of annotations involvedt by Cl . . . . .  c. 
C. = C - {(a. X):a~As }w{ (a. Anc):a~Ar } 
where Anc=U{J : (a ,  J)~C and aeAs} 
T ( inser t  ({(Vl, c, ) . . . . .  (v., Cn)}), <G, C, E)) = (<G, C, E),  false) 
if LR (A s , E [v l / c l )  . . . . .  Vo/Cn]) fails. 
Broadly speaking, in the new current state the involved annotations are substituted with their 
transformations and their ancestors are merged if the application of the Logiform resolution 
succeeds. 
Updates can make the current extensional component, i.e. the values in the cells, inconsistent 
with respect o the annotations. Our approach is to restore a consistent state by retracting values 
and recomputing the initial annotations in an incremental way. The update is rejected only when 
all the values (apart from the updated ones) have been retracted and the annotations till fail. 
T(update  ({(v, ,c1 ) . . . . .  (v n, Cn)}), <G, C, E)) = ((G, Cu, Eu), true) 
if 
7"( inser t  ({(vl  ,c~ ) . . . . .  (v. ,  Cn)}),  (G ,  C', E) )  = (<G, C u, Eu),  true) 
where C '= C-  {(a, I):Ic~A s =/= O}w{(a,{a}):aEAs} 
where A s is the initial set of annotations involved by the cells c~ . . . . .  c,. 
Informally, the current annotations, which have been directly or indirectly derived from the initial 
involved annotations, are deleted and substituted with the initially involved ones and the insertion 
is attempted, 
If the insertion does not succeed: 
T(update  ({(v,  ,c, ) . . . . .  (v°, Cn)}),  <G, C, E~)) = 
T(update  ({(v, ,c~ ) . . . . .  (v,, c°)}), (G, C, Eh>), 
where Eh has been obtained from E by emptying some cell according to a suitable heuristic. The 
default heuristic exploited by the system is the chronological order of insertion of values. 
T(update  ({(v~,ct) . . . . .  (Vn, c . )}) ,  <G, C, E)) = (<G, C, E), false) 
if the insertion of (v~, ct ) . . . . .  (Vn, c.) in an empty spreadsheet fails. 
Acting on the intensional component 
Allowing run-time updates of the intensional component is a bit more delicate. The addition of 
annotations requires to check the consistency of the constraints. The deletion of anotations requires 
to find a model that satisfies the remaining annotations, i.e. to find what is the set of values that 
should be removed. Up to now, we have a system with limited functions. In fact, the user can only 
add new annotations and is not allowed to remove any annotation. 
The following is the state transition for the insertion of an annotation. 
T( inser t  (a, (G, C, E)) = ((GI, C., E.), true) 
if (At El) f I _ , = LR(Asw,la~., E) 
where 
A s is the set of annotations involved by the domain of a 
C. = C - {(b, X): bEAs }~J{ (b, Anc): b~Ar} 
where Anc=U{J :  (c,J)eC and c~A s} 
G.= Gw{(a, ,{a}) ~; 
T ( inser t  (a, (G, C, E>) = (<G, C, E>, false) 
if the application of LR fails. 
'rAn annotation a is invoh'ed by a cell c if c *s an argument or a. 
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Broadly speaking, when a new annotation is added, the system checks that Logiform resolution 
does not fail while executing it along with the other annotations which share data with it. If the 
annotation is not rejected, it assumes the same role as the initial annotations. 
6. EXAMPLE: A SCHOOL TIMETABLE 
The following example, although simple, is intended to show all of the typical features of the 
Logiform system. The domain addresses the definition of a school timetable. Suppose the following 
conceptual schema is being worked on: 
lesson({ Day,Hour,Class, Room,Teach },F ) 
where some of the functional dependencies in F are the following: 
fl :(Day,Hour,Class)--* Teach 
f2:(Teach,Day,Hour)--, Class, Room. 
Assume that the rule base contains the following clauses: 
teacher(ironman,engiish). 
teacher(steelman,math). 
teacher(strawman,english). 
assistant(copperman,english). 
assistant(tinman,english). 
assitant(bronzeman,math). 
subject(english). 
subject(math). 
teaches(X)*--teacher(X,S),subject(S). 
assists(X, Y),-- teacher( Y,S),assistant(X,S ). 
enough_room_for_class(X, Y),--class(X),room( Y),size( X, N Lplaces( Y,M ),M > N. 
same_class_room((C,R),(C,R))*--class(C).room(R). 
where ckTss, room, size and places are defined by suitable clauses. 
Let us suppose that the deterministic propagation control functions of the previous ection have 
been selected. The next step is to define suitable spreadsheets according to the wishes of users. One 
possible use is the scheduling of teachers, where a weekly time table is visualized for each class. 
Thus fl defines spreadsheet sdl in Fig. 3, where the Class attribute plays the role of the Z-axis. 
Another useful application is a daily timetable. It could be used both in the scheduling phase and 
by the school secretary who needs to rearrange the daily timetable when some teachers are absent. 
For this purpose, r2 defines spreadsheet sd2 in Fig. 3, where the Day attribute plays the role of 
the Z-axis. 
Given a spreadsheet, we can identify each cell by its symbolic coordinates according to the 
corresponding functional dependency. Thus the generic element of the first spreadsheet is denoted 
by the term .4bd.LHour.t,-la,~ nd represents a professor. The term aprof.D,~.,.Hour denotes the generic cell 
of the second spreadsheet and stands for a pair (class,room). 
Now the programming phase can be carried out. Let 
teaches(,4 mo.0.:.~.~, ) 
assistS(Amondd.~J Imp* ,A mond,.~ %:l ) 
be the defined annotations given by the user for the first spreadsheet. 
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Fig. 3. Spreadsheets at the beginning. 
The following are the annotations on the second spreadsheet: 
enough-room-for-class(Br, rof.O~.Ho~r) such that 
which is generic, and 
same_class-_room(B . . . . . . . . . . .  d,t~,.9, B.... . . . . . . .  d~y.~0)- 
Prof,{ Xlprof(X,S) } ,
DayEXIday(X)}, 
Hour~{Xlhour(X)} 
The compilation of the generic annotation produces the following set of defined annotations that 
are directly interpretable by the inference ngine: 
enough_room_for_class(B . . . . . . . . . . .  da?,.9 ,) 
enough_room_for_class(Bi ........ ondd: ~0 )
enough_room_for_class(B . . . . . . . . . . .  da.~.l I ) 
Assuming an empty initial situation, the user inserts "'ironman'" into the cell denoted by Amond,~).9.cl, 
The first step is the selection of the involved annotations and the mapping of cell identifiers into 
logical variables. Thus the conjunction of the rewritten annotations i : 
teaches(ironman).assists(X, ironman), 
where the variable X stands for the cell Amond~:.~ ~, 
Assuming the standard left-to-right computation rule of Prolog, the goal is rewritten as: 
teacher( ironman,M ),subject( M ),assists(,Y, ironman ).
According to the control rule, the second literal is terminal whereas the first and the third are not. 
The resolvent is further ewritten by the first literal, unifying M with "'english", so the new resolvent 
is: 
subject(english).assists(X',ironman). 
The first literal is now ground and not terminal. Hence it is rewritten into the empty clause and 
the resolvent is nox,,: 
assists(X, ironman). 
The application of the rule for assists to the goal leads to the resolvent: 
teacher(ironman,S),assistant(,Y,S). 
Now the first literal is not terminal and can be rewritten with an empty clause unifying S with 
"'english". The resulting resolvent is: 
assistant(X, english). 
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The goal is terminal and the satisfiability control function is successfully applied to it. Hence, 
the final answer, after the mapping of logical variables into the cell identifier is: assistant 
(A,,o,d,: t l.,i.english)- Now the current extensional representation consists of: 
(Amonda).9cl , ironman), (Amonda~.t t.¢l,X)-  
The View Manager asserts the tuple lesson(monday,9,cl,ironman,R) and tries to diffuse values 
onto other spreadsheets. Using f2. the value (el,R) is inserted in the cell B ............ J~:.9. As before, 
the system finds the involved annotations and transforms them into: 
enough_room_for_class(c I ,R ), same_class_room((c I ,R),X). 
Logiform resolution rewrites the annotations in the following satisfactory solution: 
room(R), places(R, N), N > 30. 
The same_class_room annotation has imposed that the cell B ........... da:.~ and 
Bi ....... ,,ond,:.10 have the same class "'el'" and the same room R (still unspecified). Now the View 
Manager asserts the new tuple: lesson(monday,10,ci,ironman,R). Thusthere is a feedback also to 
the first spreadsheet, and the teacher "'ironman" will fill in the cell Amo,J~At..,I (Fig. 4). 
Logiform has exploited the input of the user and the annotations to compute up to the point 
in which a decision must be made. Now the user can either decide for himself to choose an assistant 
in english for the professor - ironman" or ask Logiform to make the choice, which will be the 
first solution to the goal assistant (X, english) that is found according to A-la Prolog control 
functions. 
Now assume that the user defines a new spreadsheet on the relation lesson, choosing Class, Day 
and Hour attributes as indexes, while the Room attribute plays the role of content of the cells. The 
view manager successfully checks that the associated correspondence: f3 (Day,Hour,Class)--* Room 
is a functional dependency and gives it the update rights. 
• The user inserts the value "'rl'" in Cmonda~,.9.cl. 
• No action is taken by the Inference Engine because there are no annotations on 
the spreadsheet. 
• The View Manager performs the merging process between the new tuple lesson 
(monday,9,c I,P,r I ) and lesson(monday,9,cl,ironman,R ). Because of the domain of 
f3 is a key of lesson these tuples are merged together and substituted by the 
following one: lesson(monday,9,cl,ironman,rl). 
• The computed tuple is mapped back to the spreadsheet sd2 and B ........... d~.o is 
filled with the room "'rl.'" 
~- , . , ,  ". : I ~.  . . . .  L . . . "  I ~-=: - , i ; '~  i I '  ~'1, , k  
I ~ " lq=] ~ ~;U.'-~_ "':2--,L~ ( ' L : :E_ .  : ,  
I ' INL J ' . !  . . . . . . .  i , . _ , _¢ .  | e r~ . . . . .  : 
t, ,  r'kLJ I ; "  
sd2 
Fig. 4. Spreadsheets after the user insertion on sdl. 
.I 
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sd2 
Fig. 5, Spreadsheets after the user insertion on sd3. 
• The Inference Engine is activated in sd2. Assuming that " r l "  verifies the involved 
annotations, the same room is propagated onto B,,o, .... mo,,~y.,0 and the corresponding 
tuple is rewritten as: lesson(monday, 10,c I ,ironman,r I ). 
• Finally, "'rl" will be visualized on Cmo,d~..t0.¢~ because of the view manager's actions 
(Fig. 5). 
Finally we sketch the reaction of the system to an update operation. Let us suppose that the 
user updates the value "ironman" in Amonday.9.c I with "steelman." The system first selects, from the 
initial set of annotations on sdl, the involved ones and uses them to replace their transformations 
in the set of current annotations, then activates the Logiform resolution. With respect to 
spreadsheet sdl, the system fills the cell Amonaa~.~t.c, with the unique mathematics assistant 
"'bronzeman" (Fig. 6). 
The update of ,4moaday.9.d will involve an update on the corresponding tuple, which means that 
the View Manager will propagate the update on spreadsheet sd2, where a new value for the cell 
B~,~, .... to .... da~ is generated because of the annotation same_class_room. Again, the View Manager 
will propagate the value back on sd! (Fig. 7). 
7. RELATED WORK 
The first electronic spreadsheet, Visicalc (Software Arts), was developed by Bricklin, Frankston 
and Fylstra in 1978. It was designed to avoid all the labor involved in recalculation. A cell of 
Visicalc can be associated with a mathematical expression, which may contain references to other 
r 
I!] 
"11 bron  zeman 
J 
sdl 
Fig. 6, The Spreadsheet sdl after the user change. 
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Fig. 7. The final slate after the user change• 
cells. The value of a cell is derived by evaluating the associated expression. When a cell value is 
changed, all the items that depend on this value are automatically recalculated. 
Using the electronic spreadsheet, i  is possible to build reasonably complex mathematical models. 
An entire generation of electronic spreadsheets was based on this paradigm, and a number of 
add-on tools have been developed to enhance their capabilities. 
An important step was the introduction of simple data base capabilities. That is the case of Lotus 
I-2-3 (Lotus Development Corporation) and Excel, in which a rectangle of cells can hold the 
extension of a relation, which can be sorted and queried. 
The success of the spreadsheet paradigm pushed other fields to support spreadsheets in their 
systems, as is the case with relational data base systems uch as Oracle and Ingres, which include 
spreadsheet interfaces for data entry, and with financial systems uch as Mindsight and Javeline, 
dedicated to financial analysis and planning. On the other hand, the expert system shell GURU 
(Micro Data Base System Inc.), incorporates a spreadsheet ~,ithin the system. In GURU, a cell 
can be defined to be the result of a query to the data base, or the result of an expert system 
consultation. Conversely, an expert system rule can refer directly to the spreadsheet cells. 
In the framework of logic programming, spreadsheet programs have been investigated as 
applications. These logical spreadsheets ake advantage of the descriptive and inferential capabilities 
of e,,ery Prolog system. Kriwaczek developed a spreadsheet program in Prolog, called Logicalc [9]. 
A cell of Logicalc needs not be numeric: it can hold the solution to a query, which might itself 
refer to other cells, The values of a set of cells can be constrained so that the,,, jointly satisfy 
nonfunctionaL relationships, van Emden et al. [10, 11] have described Prolog spreadsheets hat 
can be used for generating flwremental queries for Prolog and relational data bases. In the 
Tableur Logique project by Pugin et al. [12], cells can be related to each other via symbolic (using 
logic formulae) as ~.ell as numerical constraints (using arithmetic onstraints). The underlying 
technologies are stratified data bases [13] and constraint logic programming [15]. 
Finally, it should be recalled that Herv6 Gallaire, in his perspective paper [14], considers the 
integration of spreadsheet technology and logic programming as one of the most promising ways 
to boost logic programming itself. 
Although there are many specific features that distinguish Logiform from the projects outlined 
above (e.g. the annotation language, the control functions, the merging process etc.) we think that 
the careful and tight amalgamation of so many different features in a single architecture is the most 
distinguishing feature of our system. 
8. CONCLUSIONS 
Logiform introduces a novel problem solving paradigm in the field of decision support systems. 
The novehy of Logiform is in its capability to combine several knowledge sources together. One 
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of these sources is the end user himself that participates to the problem solving process by 
interacting with a spreadsheet for building, step by step, his own good solution. 
Logiform is currently implemented in LPA MacProlog and runs on Macll workstations. It is 
being tested for applications uch as timetable construction and resource allocation systems, e.g. 
assigning programming personnel in software developement projects [16]. This last system defines 
three spreadsheets, which offer different views on an allocation relation. The annotations on the 
spreadsheets exploit about ten domain heuristics each of which is coded by four to ten Proiog 
proced ures. 
The Logiform project is still in progress and two principle issues are under investigation; 
integration with a commercial relational data base management system, and a redesigning of the 
programming support. Indeed it is fair to say that the programming language of Logiform is not 
yet as user-friendly as desired. An ongoing step now is the implementation of the annotation 
language. 
Another task is the control functions definition. Control functions are currently implemented as 
Prolog meta-programs [17, 18]. One of the future goals of the project is to overcome this inadequacy 
by introducing a comprehensive class of predefined control primitives and a suitable new syntax. 
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